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INTRODUCTION
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This policy brief arises from a study
commissioned by the Scinnovent
Centre and undertaken by ACTS under

T

he Economic Community of West
African States (ECOWAS), which
was established by the Lagos Treaty
of 1975, brings together 15 countries;

of factors such as high disease burden,
in West Africa and addressed

resources challenge is not only on

to address the human resource
requirements for the sector in West

not only to address the issue of high
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RESULTS

ECOWAS region, member states

1. There are limited Research,

•

industries
•
within which drug research and
they face
infrastructure, weak enforcement

•

on indigenous knowledge and
The medicines regulatory sector is
•
and what needs to be done to
from indigenous knowledge and
the requirements for medicines

APPROACH

•

obtained through desk study,

countries (Nigeria, Ghana, Cote
is usually based on the quoted

consultants, who were contracted in

materials from local resources

studies were also used to document
The Nigerian Natural Medicine

Benchmarking studies were also
•
issues come under the Council for
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on indigenous knowledge and

Science and Technology (KNUST)
•

•

•

•
model for research Centre in

The bulk of the rest of the local
monitored and treated each year
success and sustainability of the

needs, and these needs could be

•
and collaborates with modern

are generally used to treat

all the West African countries is

3

The West African Health

•
medicine has been integrated into

created in the health centre but
there is also research carried

•
currently conducts research
This work focuses on three

and Biochemistry Laboratory

in the world and the only one in

afra (of African origin) has been
being used as herbal tea to treat

To date, Artemisia is grown in

Abidjan, but also in the botanical
ingredients

•

centres and Community Centre

has established by ministerial

Ghana based Lagray Chemical

used as an intermediary for the
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as an intermediary and none was
•
based on the local indigenous

•
for treatment and the necessary
generated in the Ghana Health

should be strengthened and
•
database and an integrated
regional database for the

weak regulatory structures, lack of

•

academia and industries, and
commendable and should be

through establishment of the

•
in research is minimum and
drug manufacturers if starch could

monohydrate marketed as glucose

CONCLUSION AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
of the study, the following conclusions

industries in the sector should
•

•

is minimal due to inadequate
funding and the low demand for
is need to increase funding,
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